Golf cart subwoofer box

TXT subwoofer recommendations. The speakers face the small of your back when seated.
Sounds great and hugely loud, but when is enough enough? These will fit beside the cup holder
and below the glove box when they are finally delivered and I get time to install. But I will still
need a sub. I was wondering, mounting the sub in the bagwell and letting it face backwards
means my sound will all go backwards. Has anybody mounted the sub in the bagwell facing up,
down, sideways or forwards? Any issues or recommendations? Also, I have a rear seat so there
is some protection from the elements. Thinking a 10 inch sub should pair nicely. Looking for
advice before I spend 5 hours wiring in the amp and building a speaker box and whatnot. I will
get pictures for what is in the cart currently and post tomorrow. Today BGW. Sponsored Links.
Re: TXT subwoofer recommendations. I would believe a downfiring box would be your best bet.
That amp is rated at watts at 2 ohms. It will be an uphill battle to get a 10" sub with that little of
power to be very noticeable in such an open environment. I have bigger amps lying around, but
have really no idea how long they'd run on the dedicated 12v battery I was going to bridge it. I
think I need to bench test this on an 8" mid-bass woofer I have laying in the garage. Seems like
the space under the seat on the drivers side would provide more space than the bagwell and
give the bass more reverberation room. For a cart I would start with an 8". Dont think that open
air 10 would provide any more boom than a ported 8 in a compartment. I had a kicker L5 10" in
my 94 lolololol had the port about an 1" tall across the bottom of the bag well facing the front
cut the bagwell to match port and holy crap!!!! Attached Images image. Thanks for the location
suggestion Timmyjane. I currently have my 12v marine accessory battery under the seat on the
driver side and still have the controller on the passenger. Might need to revisit that if I don't like
the bagwell. Cart-Z, did you have run time issues with that amp? Assuming it was on an
accessory battery and not a DC converter. I went to bench test the amp last night for volume in
the garage and realized I have an old truck box with two pioneer 12s in it. Thinking I can cut it in
half so it would hold one 12 and put it in the bagwell facing forward and slightly up. Then I never
got back to my bench test. Here is what the box looks like vaguely now, just so you can see
where I'm going with it. Originally Posted by bronsonj. Back to the amps then, If the little alpine
won't cut it then I will just have to go up from there. I have several that are collecting dust sized
from miniscule up to moronic I used a powered Bazooka sub in the bagwell on mine. I'm very
pleased with the sound and being powered, I didn't need to use an additional amp. I ran it
through my converter and have not noticed any ill effects on battery life. JPG It's a jvc cts-bb2 I
used the small sub as my parents will sometimes drive the cart and I didn't want to go
overboard that's why I have my own cart but this is a family cruiser Me I would go no less then
8inch. I will post the pic when I get the chance. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Privacy
Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This Website and forum is the property of Buggiesgonewild. No
material may be taken or duplicated in part or full without prior written consent of the owners of
buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User Name. Remember Me? Golf Cart Pics. Site Sponsors.
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SRQ, let me thank you for taking the time to see what we have to offer. For more than a decade,
I have been building some very unique vehicles for very particular clients. In the day to day
operations of running a car audio shop, I noticed that a large segment of this industry went
unserved. Clients looking to own a subwoofer enclosure made just for their vehicle are always
out of luck in the chain stores or small shops without the ability to create them. A few years ago
I decided to start offering some of my own designs nationwide to those without the time or
ability to create their own masterpieces. We build each of our enclosures one at time, giving
them the same love and attention you would expect if you came to our store in person. The
repetition of the designs and additional income of the brick and mortar store allow us to keep
the prices low. For almost the same price you might expect to pay for a bland square box
covered in itchy cheap carpet, we have something amazing just for your vehicle. In case you

haven't already picked out your gear, we also carry a wide range of audio products, all new and
warrantied. Thanks again for coming in, and feel free to call me directly if you have any
questions. Our spare tire mount subwoofer creates a rich sound and boasts a five-channel
Class AB amp with integrated digital sound processor, and a wide variety of customizable
setups to match your listening preferences. The system works in conjunction with your vehicles
existing speakers. No programming is necessary for these models. Additional charges: A dealer
visit is required to properly code the unit. The programmer is only available via Volkswagen
Dealers. Each sold separately at additional charge. Proper installation required. Professional
installation may be recommended. Installation at Gezon Volkswagen by a certified Volkswagen
technician at a time of your choosing. Installed price does not include local taxes. Due to
different vehicle options and configurations, installation may require additional labor. Please
contact your dealer to verify installation charges. Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By
adding this item to your cart, the shipping option will not be available for your order. The
In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at checkout. Find Parts That Fit:. This product fits
vehicle variants. Volkswagen: 9 models, variants between and Show More. Fulfillment Options.
In Store Pickup. Shipping Not Available. People Also Bought. Spare Wheel Mounting Nut. Bolt
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